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 Business communication today is dominated by email. 
Each day, 130 billion business emails are generated, an
average user receiving 121 emails a day, 63% of which 
are already opened by the recipient on a cell phone.

 Our training provides knowledge that will help the 
participant learn to use the opportunities provided by 
email effectively and in a structured way.

 The aim of the training is to enable the participants to 
communicate in writing with their business partners and 
internal stakeholders in a purposeful and convincing way 
in English.

 Duration: 1 day (online: 2 parts)

 Recommended language skills: English intermediate
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Preparation, emailing aspects

 Email vs. phone: when, which one is recommended? Pros and cons.

 When, who should I involve in communication? (cc., bcc., email chainletter, etc.)?

 Secret settings of email systems, taking advantage of the technological possibilities 
of emails, so we can make our email more impacting and visible

An efficient and effective email structure

 How to build a purposeful and compelling email? Receptive object, informative body, 
professional signature, correct use of attachments, etc.

 Wise use of foreign terms, abbreviations, numbers, statistics, technical terms

 Persuasion tools (visual tools to grab attention)

 Where do I put the key information, how do I structure my email?

Correspondence strategy

 Tactical considerations before writing an email (SMARTER goals, stakeholder 
management, supplier relationship, etc.)

 Influencing tactics in writing (naming, involvement, assume, receptive vocabulary, 
references, before the plenum, combining refined / dirty negotiation tactics, etc.)
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 How to introduce ourselves to colleagues / suppliers / management?

 How do we build a professional and attractive image of ourselves in 
writing?

 Persuading managers / decision makers in writing: the professional 
structure of managerial proposals.

 How do we communicate key information effectively but concisely?

 Proper / purposeful use of email: when-, which terms were suggested?

Exercises, case studies for writing effective and compelling purchasing emails 
for different business situations

 Supplier complaints

 Price reduction request by email

 … and more topics at the request of the participants!
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 Before the training, the participants receive a case study and task to be solved (ie. 
composing the email)

 I. Online  (live) training, approx. 2-3 hours
We discuss the case studies sent earlier together, then comes the educational part: we 
tell you how to effectively negotiate with suppliers by email (influence and persuasion, 
read between the lines, written negotiation tactics, hidden settings of email client 
programs, etc.). During the broadcast, participants may ask questions in the chat 
window.

 II. Assignment („home work”) After the training
The participants receive further task (solving a case study, and composing an email) , and 
they should send this to the trainer. The trainer “corrects” and sends back the composed
emails.

 III. Joint on-line closing training session with the whole team, approx. 1 hour (the exact 
date will be choosen together)
Each participant receives personalized feedback on what they are unknowingly 
broadcasting to the supplier: is it clear enough, can it communicate confidence, motivate 
the supplier, does the supplier feel in control through the letters, and so on.

 After the training, the participants can contact us individually (coaching)


